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ABSTRACT
With the advent of predictive analytics in everything from politics to professional sports,
the most lucrative sport in North America demands a taste of what statistical analysis has to offer
for the future of its brightest stars. When a young student athlete has the opportunity to decide
between finishing their collegiate academic career or potentially becoming an instant-millionaire,
how do they decide upon their future? If the student decides to stay in school for another year,
are they enriching their future, or jeopardizing their chance at national stardom? How is an
organization affected by the early departure of its best player?
This paper focuses on college quarterbacks and their decisions to enter the NFL draft
early. We discuss the important statistical variables in considering a quarterback’s probability of
both entering the NFL draft early and being drafted by an NFL team. Through these variables,
we demonstrate the power of a statistical model in projecting the decisions of these students with
factors such as height, a player’s high school rating, their collegiate starting experience, and their
college performance summarized in their Total Quarterback Rating (QBR). While these variables
have been found to be extremely significant in predicting a player’s draft likelihood, we also
assess the potential bias of NFL evaluators overweighting characteristics that are expected to
predict success. These statistical models provide a lens through which NFL scouts can reevaluate how quarterbacks are selected, as well as a lens for college quarterbacks to evaluate
their future NFL potential in their decision to declare early.
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First Chapter: Background
The NFL draft is an annual event held in April that allows the 32 NFL teams to select the best
players in college football. Each team picks their preferred player in each round, where the draft
is in reverse order of an NFL team’s standing at the end of the year. Therefore, the team with the
worst record will get the first overall pick in the draft, and the Super Bowl champion will receive
the 32nd pick. This ordering is continued through each of the seven rounds of the draft, and is
meant to equalize the competitive balance for each team in the NFL.
The annual salary of each player decreases by the position in which they are picked. For
example, the first overall pick in 2018 will receive a 4-year contract worth roughly $30 million,
which includes a $20 million signing bonus where much of the contract salary is guaranteed. The
32nd player picked in the first round will receive a 4-year contract worth less than $10 million,
while the very last pick in the NFL draft at the conclusion of the seventh round will receive
roughly $2.5 million with almost none of the salary guaranteed.
A college football player becomes draft-eligible at the conclusion of their four years of college
eligibility. However, players are also eligible to declare for the NFL draft early, after having
been out of high school for at least three years. If a player declares for the draft early, they
cannot return to their college football team if they are not drafted. Therefore, the decision to
enter the NFL early comes replete with risk, though the reward can be quite lucrative as players
can secure tens of millions of dollars without facing another year of uncompensated injury risk.
Why does an individual’s decision to stay in college for another year matter? Is anyone impacted
outside of the players themselves?
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College football stars can have an immense impact on a variety of stakeholders. A single player
can significantly impact their college’s profitability, the success of their college team, and future
student athletes.
Penn State’s 2017 star tailback, Saquon Barkley, was estimated to have generated $14-$15
million dollars for Penn State in the month of September alone due to the attention his Heisman
campaign received and his on-field success that led to exciting wins for the football program
(Joyce Julius & Associates). College football wins correspond with increased revenue from
ticket sales, hotel reservations, and even the quantity of college applications. In fact, the “Flutie
Effect” demonstrated how the exciting on-field success of Boston College’s quarterback helped
increase college applications to Boston College by 30 percent over two years (Chung). In a
research paper entitled, “The Dynamic Advertising Effect of Collegiate Athletics,” Harvard’s
Doug Chung details how “on-field heroics can benefit schools by increasing both the quantity
and quality of students” they can expect to attract. When only revenues gained and expenses paid
by athletic departments are counted, only 24 of the top 128 Division I football teams made a
profit in 2015 (Sanderson). However, athletic success for a university has much spillover success
on the financial well-being of a university.
College teams with athletic programs have also experienced increased donations from alumni,
which often encourage college athletic departments to spend more on athletics than total
revenues in the hopes of improving their program and winning games (Sanderson). It is not
unreasonable to expect that an NFL-bound player would likely contribute significantly towards a
team’s chances of winning games. Furthermore, a star player’s early departure could have a
significant impact to the team’s depth at the position if there are not viable replacements.
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In addition, high school football players looking to play college football may be discouraged to
commit to a school with star players already occupying their position. However, if they know the
star player occupying their position would be leaving early for the NFL, they may be more
willing to join the team because of their increased likelihood of starting on the team. This
thinking is more likely to apply to positions that only allow one star player, such as quarterback.

History of Early Eligibility in NFL Draft
Prior to 1990, the NFL would only allow players who had used all four years of college
eligibility to enter the NFL. In 1990, the NFL broke its longstanding policy and decided to allow
college juniors to enter the draft. Heisman Trophy winner Barry Sanders was the first player
granted the ability to enter the regular draft early, with the reason being that “his school was
going on probation, although the threat of a legal challenge to the N.F.L.'s policy was also
thought to have had a bearing on the decision.” (Eskanazi) The NFL became the “last major
league to accept underclassmen into its draft” and has since not wavered in altering its policy,
despite multiple lawsuits by players (Dodd). In fact, Ohio State running back Maurice Clarett
sued the NFL after he was suspended for legal reasons in 2003. Clarett actually “beat the NFL in
court” and initially succeeded in his attempt to enter the 2004 NFL draft, but the decision was
overturned on appeal (Seifert).
Since 1990, the number of early entrants has been steadily increasing, most recently hitting a
record 106 undergraduate football players for the upcoming 2018 draft. The unfortunate
component of this record number is that many of these players do not get drafted – 30 percent
were undrafted in 2017, and 31 percent were undrafted in 2016 (Seifert). As one might expect,
many of these players are not completing their degrees since they are leaving college early.
Below is a graph showing the steadily increasing number of players who declare early.
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Figure 1: Graph of increasing number of early entrants by year, 2005-2018
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Alabama head coach Nick Saban claims that “at least 50 percent” of players who leave early are
not making a good decision, as many players “don’t make a team.” He believes that if a player is
a “first-round draft pick” then they should leave early, but if not, a player should “stay in school
and try to graduate” (Kirshner). It is easier for a coach who is making millions of dollars without
financial stress to make such a statement, as there could be a “million reasons for someone to
declare early,” ranging from financial difficulties to a dislike for college or simply a desire to get
paid (Kirshner). For particularly injury-prone positions, a longer college career may mean a
higher chance of injury to the point at which a player is no longer physically able to play in the
NFL. As the running back Maurice Clarett who sued the NFL said, it is possible that “your
career opportunities may be cut short” and that players “should be able to earn money when
they’re capable” (Dodd). There are certainly a multitude of factors for student athletes to
consider before deciding to forgo college and become a professional athlete.
In the following section, I discuss why a player’s decision can be impactful to various
community stakeholders, ranging from college football teams to NFL agents, players, and fans.
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Why we care: Impact on Various Stakeholders
College Football Team
Similar to any profit-seeking corporation, a college football team faces personnel risks in the
roster of talent it possess. Key contributors could decide to leave the team early for greener
pastures in the NFL, making an expected strength for a college team’s upcoming season an
unexpected weakness. This is not to say that players should not leave early if they desire to do
so, but rather, teams, agents, and high school football recruits can use early entry likelihood
research to help optimize their decision-making.

NFL Agent
For an NFL agent to maximize their personal returns, it is important to focus on building
relationships with college football players who have high potential for the NFL. It is quite
reasonable for an agent to focus on players who plan to enter the NFL draft within the upcoming
year, rather than players who have a large amount of time and career uncertainty before
producing a single cash-flow for an agent. But how is an agent to know whether a player will be
entering the NFL draft in that year? If the player plans on graduating and is in their fourth
season, it is more obvious that the player will enter the draft. However, how do agents consider
players who will be finishing their third year (past high school graduation) who could potentially
declare for the draft early? There is much more uncertainty when predicting which players will
declare early, depending on factors such as successful on-field production, declining
performance, school pride, and many other potential factors that have yet to be investigated.
Through a binomial logistic probability model, one could estimate both the probability that a
player would declare for the NFL early and the probability a player would be drafted. With
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further statistical models, one could quantify the monetary value an agent could gain by targeting
a player who is projected to enter the NFL early and get drafted.

Economics of Football
A statistical model that projects the likelihood of players leaving early for the NFL could be
quite impactful from the perspective of the society surrounding college and NFL football. If this
hypothetical model was found to be useful for agents, star players could benefit from receiving
earlier attention from agents interested in advancing their respective careers. From a financial
perspective, such a system would help the efficiency of the football recruiting market by more
easily identifying underpriced or overpriced players. If these college players were to receive
earlier attention, more players could exit the college football market earlier since NFL agents
could become quite persuasive. This would benefit players who face risks of injury at every
practice and game. At the same time, football stars receiving earlier attention could decrease the
overall caliber of talent within college football, while increasing the caliber of NFL talent as
college players enter with less attrition and possibly more potential under a professional team.
These vacancies in college teams would have to be filled by other players, which could create
more opportunities for those who previously had less potential. Much like the labor market’s
impact from young employees entering the workforce, this early identification of talent and entry
into the NFL could also force older players to retire earlier as they are replaced by their younger
and fresher counterparts.

High School Football Players
Incoming high school football players face uncertainty in their potential impact and spotlight
time under a college football team. While recruits may enjoy joining a team that has a high
potential for future success, they must also consider how much growth and development they can
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expect to receive from their coaches through playing time. A player can only grow so much
without getting live playing time. For this reason, it is necessary for these players to consider
how long their superiors will stay in a position before they graduate. If the starting quarterback
position has already been earned by a capable rising sophomore (example: Sam Darnold of USC
in 2017), why would a 5-star quarterback recruit want to play for a team where they are unlikely
to receive playing time for another three years, when the incumbent starting quarterback finally
graduates? By that time, this star high school recruit could grow fallow in skill without the battle
of engaging in a live game encouraging the player to compete at their highest potential. If they
had reason to believe the current starting quarterback would graduate a year early, it is quite
possible that waiting 1 or 2 years instead of 2 or 3 years would impact a high school player’s
decision to join the ranks within a college team’s depth chart, thereby making a more informed
decision for themselves and their athletic future. By the same token, coaches should be aware of
the dynamically changing depth chart when choosing which players to recruit and train with
fervor.
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Predicting High School Quarterback Potential
A logical first place to begin examining a quarterback’s future career prospects is during their
high school career. How do colleges recruit football players to their teams? How will their high
school ability translate to college football? Ability in sports like running and swimming is
measured and quantified much more simply, as pure speed and endurance translates to times that
represent skill and athletic prowess. So how are players measured in positions such as
quarterback, lineman, or linebacker? Surely the same standards of speed cannot be applied to a
lineman whose job is to either protect the quarterback (offense) or bulldoze the opposing lineman
to put pressure on the opposing quarterback (defense). Sprinting speed may be more important
for quarterbacks than for linemen, but speed is still a relatively minor characteristic of a
quarterback’s ability. Tom Brady, for example, ran the 40-yard dash in 5.28 seconds which is the
“second-worst 40 time of any quarterback in combine history” (Wilson) and yet he remains as
the winningest quarterback of all time.
Instead of any single characteristic defining a player’s ability, each college-eligible player gets
rated from four different scouting agencies. These ratings are somewhat subjective, and are
based largely upon the impressions drawn from scouts by watching high school football game
tapes. These ratings from the four agencies combine to create a composite rating (where each
agency is equally weighted) and a rating of 1.000 indicates “a consensus No. 1 prospect across
all services” (247Sports Staff). In addition, players are grouped by star ratings, where the top 30
players are considered “five-star prospects”, the top 300 players are 4-star prospects, and 3-star
prospects include the top 1,500 players.
These high school ratings have had a fair degree of predictive ability in forecasting the likelihood
that a player eventually lands on an NFL roster. In fact, 105 of 201 high school players
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considered 5-star recruits in high school between 2002 and 2008 were drafted in one of the first 7
rounds of the NFL draft, with the highest proportion landing in the first and second rounds of the
draft (Leigh). There is also a significant difference between being in the top and bottom half of a
5-star class, where 61.6% of players in the top half of their class were drafted, compared to just
43.1% of the bottom half of the top 30 high school players.

NFL Draft Rates by Star Rating
Using data from 247Sports on high school quarterbacks between 2002 and 2011, we can see how
players with higher ratings in high school saw a greater rate of entry into the NFL. From the
table below, we can observe that high school quarterbacks with ratings above 0.90 are eventually
drafted at a relatively high rate of 27.1%, whereas quarterbacks rated below 0.90 are drafted at
just 5.0%.
Figure 2a: High School rating predicting draft probability

Drafted
Undrafted
Rate

HS_Rating >= .90
46
124
27.10%

HS_Rating < 0.90 Total
55
101
1,052
1,176
5.00%
7.91%

Quarterbacks who had ratings over 0.9 represented 46/101 (45%) of drafted NFL QBs, despite
only representing 13.3% (170/1,277) of the dataset. We can see that quarterbacks with high
ratings in high school are much more likely to get drafted 3-5 years later than quarterbacks with
lower ratings coming out of high school. The chart below (figure 2b) shows an almost linear
progression between high school rating and the likelihood of being drafted. It makes sense that
the players that draw positive feedback from scouts coming out of high school would be able to
draw similar praise coming out of college and into the NFL, as some players simply “look the
part” of a high-potential quarterback.
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In the bar chart below, you can observe the significance of a quarterback’s high school rating in
its ability to predict the likelihood that a quarterback will get drafted after their college career.
The probability a quarterback gets drafted tends to decrease as high school rating decreases from
the highest possible rating of a 5-Star Recruit with a 1.00 rating to the lowest possible rating of a
2-star recruit, 0.70.
Figure 2b: Historical quarterback draft rate by high school rating

Historical QB Draft Rate by HS Rating
60.0%
50.0%
40.0%
30.0%
20.0%
10.0%
0.0%

Now that we have determined the importance of a player’s rating coming out of high school,
how well does that predict their performance in college?
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College Performance
How should we measure the success of a college quarterback? The statistics that are quoted the
most often in the NFL are completion percentage, passer rating, and a quarterback’s total
touchdowns and interceptions on the season. Each of the aforementioned variables fail to paint a
complete picture of success. Completion percentage can be inflated by quarterbacks who
frequently attempt short passes. Touchdowns only count for a quarterback’s statistics when they
are earned through a pass – which causes quarterbacks with effective goal-line running backs to
accrue a lower number of touchdowns, and vice versa. Passer rating doesn’t account for a
quarterback’s rushing ability, which devalues dual-threat quarterbacks who add value to their
team from their rushing ability. While passer rating includes all of the above variables in its
calculation, the calculation is rather unusual – the coefficients that are used in calculating passer
rating were created in 1973, based upon passing statistics of the 1960s (Pro Football Hall of
Fame). Needless to say, it is quite possible that as the game of football has evolved, the
importance of each component has morphed, yet the coefficients have remained the same.
Enter Total Quarterback Rating (QBR), which is calculated by ESPN using a proprietary
formula. QBR is often scoffed at by media members outside of ESPN, as its calculation can be
difficult to understand, especially when players that seemed to perform poorly using
conventional statistics actually have higher quarterback ratings than their opponent quarterback
who posted gaudier statistics. QBR attempts to quantify the expected points that a quarterback
adds through his running and passing ability, as well as the quarterback’s ability to generate
penalties. Aaron Rodgers, who is known for using a clever cadence with “hard counts” to draw
opposing defenses “offside” to gain free plays, often ranks very highly for the penalty metric
(Sherman). Total QBR is very contextual, and attempts to quantify how much a quarterback’s
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ability contributes to the play, as opposed to the skill of the quarterback’s offensive players in
earning yards after a catch (ESPN). QBR is also adjusted to reflect an opponent’s defensive
prowess.
Using a dataset of 407 quarterbacks who played between 2004 and 2015, I tested all of the
aforementioned variables against whether these quarterbacks were drafted or not. Each variable
was extremely significant, possessing a p-value less than 0.001 when tested individually against
draft likelihood. Below is a table that displays the average value of each quarterback statistic for
players that were eventually drafted or undrafted. Each variable is larger for quarterbacks who
were drafted compared with quarterbacks who were undrafted.
Figure 3: Comparison of various college quarterback statistics by draft status
Drafted
1
0

Cmp %
0.62
0.59

TD
60.65
31.45

Int
25.55
18.67

TD/INT
2.64
1.77

Rate
142.12
126.91

Years (Starting)
2.71
1.86

QBR
66.98
50.86

How can we tell which variable, or perhaps which combination of variables, are the most
important? In terms of significance, below are the chi-squared values associated with running a
binomial logistic regression model with each individual variable against player draft history.
Figure 4: Table of Chi-Squared values for various quarterback statistics predicting draft likelihood
Variable
Int
TD/INT
Cmp %
Years
Cmp
Rate
TD
QBR

Chi-Squared
25.06
37.9
38.38
54.27
64.53
68.03
80.05
98.95

While all variables were individually significant, most variables became insignificant when
combined with QBR. Furthermore, QBR alone was more significant than nearly any
combination of the above variables. When variables that were previously individually significant
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were included in the model with QBR, those other variables would become insignificant. For
example, while a completion percentage is individually significant with a p-value less than
0.001, the p-value associated with completion percentage becomes reduced to an insignificant
0.815 when included with QBR, as shown in the table below.
Figure 5: Two-variable draft model of QBR and completion percentage

The chi-squared value of the model hardly increases at all, indicating that knowing a
quarterback’s completion percentage provides hardly any additional information once QBR is
known. The only variable that truly adds additional information is a quarterback’s number of
years as a starter. Years and QBR are both simultaneously significant, each with p-values less
than 0.001 and a combined chi-squared value of 142.98, much better than figure 5’s combined
99.01. Variables above such as TD/INT (touchdown to interception ratio), completion
percentage, and Rate (refers to college quarterback passer rating) all become insignificant. On
the other hand, career touchdowns, interceptions, and completions are all simultaneously
significant – however, each of the aforementioned variables lose significance when combined
with QBR and Years. This implies that these lesser variables were only useful as a proxy for
measuring how many years a quarterback likely started, though simply counting the number of
years a quarterback had their statistics listed was the best measure of experience.
It is very likely that NFL teams looked at college quarterback statistics such as completion
percentage and touchdown to interception ratio when deciding which players to draft. Therefore,
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it is possible for these measures to become biased by evaluators. Having a high completion
percentage could, in theory, become significant simply because evaluators think it is important
(as is possibly the case with the height variable, discussed later). An interesting point to note
about the above analysis is that QBR was not invented until 2011 – making it impossible for
NFL teams to use QBR in their draft decision-making for the bulk of the dataset that was used.
This fact makes the statistical significance of QBR even more intriguing and validates its
importance as an evaluation tool. Perhaps the football media should start taking ESPN’s QBR
more seriously – outside of ESPN it is possibly the least cited statistic of all the above that I have
mentioned.
Below is a simple graph displaying the historical likelihood that quarterbacks have been drafted,
based upon their college QBR.
Figure 6: Historical quarterback draft rate by average Total QBR

Historical QB Draft Rate by Avg. QBR
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

It is quite apparent that players with high adjusted quarterback ratings also have high likelihoods
of being drafted by an NFL team. Furthermore, nine of the ten drafted players with the highest
QBR in the dataset were selected in the first round of the NFL draft.
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The Impact and Optics of Height
It is no secret that NFL teams tend to prefer tall quarterbacks over short quarterbacks. Over 75%
of quarterbacks drafted since 2000 have been 6’3” or taller, as “expert” scouts and draft analysts
exclaim that players like 6’5” Josh Allen have a cannon for an arm and that these tall
quarterbacks have the ideal frame to succeed at the next level. Mel Kiper, who has provided NFL
draft analysis since 1984, said in response to Josh Allen’s low 56% completion percentage that
“stats are for losers in my opinion. The guy won.” (O’Hanlon) Based on my statistical research
of quarterback variables that predict draft likelihood and success, I have found height to be
extremely significant in predicting draft likelihood, yet has almost zero significance in predicting
actual performance.

Prevalence of Height across Various Positions
Is there evidence that size matters for other NFL positions? How much does a football player’s
physical stature affect their ability to be effective? There is a clear preference for different body
types for different positions in the NFL, and mostly for good reason too.


Running backs should be on the shorter side with a low center of gravity to allow lateral
quickness, speed, and agility, and should therefore be around 5’10” and a lean 220
pounds.



Offensive linemen need to be around 6’5” and weigh roughly 300 pounds, as they need to
be able to jam the opposing rusher and protect the quarterback like a strong, tall wall.



Tight ends should have long arms and be around 6’5”, as they need to be able to catch
high passes over the heads of defenders (Deadspin)
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The above descriptions of prototypical frames are widely accepted by NFL teams that select
players, as they match these physical frames to physical positions. These descriptions can be
corroborated with the chart below (figure 7), which shows the height and weight of every NFL
player across various positions. It seems that there is a clear range of acceptable heights and
weights for each position, though wide receivers and quarterbacks appear to have the widest
range of observed heights compared to other positions.
Figure 7: Height and Weight of Every NFL Player (Fischer-Baum)

Is Height a Predictor for Performance?
The height of a quarterback has been a topic that has been met with some controversy and
disagreement. It is widely believed that the ideal quarterback should be a tall, strong leader that
can peer over the tall shoulders of their linemen to find the perfect receiver to target. Browns
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head coach Hue Jackson illustrates the commonly held preconception in talent evaluators when
he spoke about quarterbacks to draft, saying that “you have to have a starting point, right? You
want a guy to be this tall, you want a guy to be this big, you want a guy to have this kind of hand
size…” (Rang). Furthermore, while great running ability is not necessary to play the position
well (see Tom Brady), it is certainly a bonus. Taller quarterbacks, however, tend to be less
mobile when running with the football.
If we attempt to predict yards rushed per attempt using height, we can see that shorter
quarterbacks are superior at rushing ability (p-value = 0.003, n=376), possibly because shorter
quarterbacks have lower centers of gravity and can evade tacklers more easily, consistent with
the trend of running backs being short. A simple regression model gives Rush/Attempt = 20.62 –
0.2542*Inches, meaning that a quarterback that is four inches shorter would average a full yard
further per running attempt in college football. A visual representation is shown below in figure
8 (where each height required a minimum of 10 players at the specified height) with a generally
decreasing trend in rushing ability for taller quarterbacks.
Figure 8: College Quarterback rushing yards per attempt by height of quarterback
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We can also see in the output below the significant p-value of 0.003 and the associated
regression equation.
Figure 9: Regression of rushing yards per attempt by height in inches

An argument may be made that shorter quarterbacks are less likely to see available passing
targets, so they opt to run the ball more frequently and receive less sacks as a result. Perhaps the
taller quarterbacks compensate for their lesser running ability with greater passing ability. One
would think that there is a significant advantage in passing ability for taller quarterbacks, given
the proclivity of having a tall quarterback start for and lead the team. Below is a chart (figure 10)
showing the tendency of having taller quarterbacks lead both high school (average = 6’2”,
n=2,742) and NFL rosters (average = 6’3.5”, n=190), though there seems to be a shift of stricter
height preference, as there is a smaller proportion of shorter quarterbacks at every height 6’2”
and below, and a larger proportion of taller quarterbacks at 6’3” and taller.
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Figure 10: Comparison of height differences between college QB prospects and NFL QBs
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Despite the prevalence of tall quarterbacks in both the college and the NFL, it doesn’t appear that
height predicts quarterbacking success, as regressing height on both passer rating and average
QBR produces insignificant results. Height actually had a negative coefficient for passer rating
and a positive coefficient for average QBR, though both p-values were above 0.25 which deemed
them insignificant n the sample of college quarterbacks (n=376). Height was not deemed as a
significant factor for NFL passer rating either. The graph below shows a lack of any relationship
between height and the two quarterbacking statistics.
Figure 11: College quarterback passer rating and Total QBR vs. Height
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If height fails to be a good predictor for the most important quarterbacking statistics, both passer
rating and ESPN’s QBR, then what is height good for anyway? It turns out that height is
significant in predicting two additional variables of interest (in addition to rushing
yards/attempt). Height is significant in predicting both a player’s high school rating and their
likelihood of getting drafted into the NFL. In both cases, the p-value is less than 0.001, which
almost indisputably declares that height is an advantage in getting positive looks from scouts
both at the amateur and professional level. It also suggests that there could be human bias in the
way that NFL and college scouts evaluate quarterbacks. If height isn’t actually very
advantageous for a quarterback, why is it so important in evaluating a player’s college and NFL
career potential?
In fact, the two shortest NFL quarterbacks, Russell Wilson and Drew Brees, have had fairly
successful careers. They currently remain as two of the top leaders within the NFL in passer
rating, and each quarterback has vocally disputed the importance of their physical stature upon
their quarterbacking ability, each being doubted along the way because of their stature. Below is
a table displaying the top four NFL quarterbacks in this widely regarded performance measure of
passer rating. While the sample size below is obviously small, it is interesting that three of the
four top players are considered short. Notes: Russell Wilson is actually 5”10-5/8, and Aaron
Rodgers is considered on the short side at 6’2” (bottom 30%, though not an outlier)
Figure 12: Career passer rating of top NFL quarterbacks
Rank
1
2
3
4

Name
Aaron Rodgers
Russell Wilson
Tom Brady
Drew Brees

Rating
103.8
98.8
97.6
96.7

Height
6'2
5”11
6'4
6'0

Years
2005-2017
2012-2017
2000-2017
2001-2017
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Height as a Draft Factor
We can see from the chart below in figure 13 that taller quarterbacks have a much greater chance
of being drafted. College quarterbacks who are 6’4”-6’5” are more than six times more likely to
be drafted than quarterbacks who are 6’0”-6’1”. Such historical draft rates suggest that while
there may not be a strong correlation between height and quarterbacking ability in college,
perhaps taller quarterbacks are more likely to perform well in the NFL than their shorter
counterparts.
Figure 13: Historical draft rate of quarterbacks by height
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In addition to being drafted at a higher rate, taller quarterbacks are also paid more in their rookie
contracts, as they are drafted earlier. The graph below (figure 14) displays the historical average
draft position in which each quarterback is selected. A smaller number means the quarterback
was selected earlier, and is therefore valued more and paid a much higher salary. Players picked
in the top 10 spots are paid several times more than players picked in the middle of the draft.
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Figure 14: Draft position of quarterbacks by height

However, it appears that shorter quarterbacks actually participate at rates greater than which they
are drafted. In the chart below (figure 15), a quarterback qualified as “participated” if they
completed more than 50 NFL passes in their career (about 2.5 games worth of completions). The
data ranged from N/A and 99 by Jim Sorgi on the low end, to 6,222 completions by Drew Brees
on the high end for a total of 188 quarterbacks, 61 of whom completed at least 50 passes. At each
height below 6’3”, it appears that the rate of shorter quarterbacks participating in games is
greater than the rate at which they are drafted, and the opposite is generally true for taller
quarterbacks 6’3” and above, shown in figure 15 below.
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Figure 15: Comparison of participation rate and draft rate of NFL quarterbacks
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It is worthwhile to qualify the above data with the notion that there is likely to be selection bias
at both the collegiate and NFL level – shorter quarterbacks may perform just as well because
they have compensated for their lacking stature with greater athleticism and ability. Perhaps if
football teams were blind to quarterback height, it would quickly become apparent that height is
significantly advantageous (from a statistical perspective, rather than just a logical and anecdotal
perspective). However, it is currently hard to discern if short quarterbacks are simply equally
skilled at playing quarterback because only the best short quarterbacks proceed to the NFL. With
the sample that is currently present in the college and the NFL, there simply isn’t enough
evidence to state that being taller is better, though I imagine most scouts and football media
members would argue otherwise (several quotes referenced later in paper).

Height’s Relationship to NFL Quarterback Performance
As further evidence against height being statistically advantageous, below is a bar chart showing
the lack of relationship between height and NFL passer rating. The dataset included 209
quarterbacks in the season range of 2000-2017 who completed at least 50 passes. An attempt to
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regress height upon passer rating yields an insignificant p-value, as one could likely deduce from
the chart shown below. Note that the numbers over each bar represent the sample size and the
player’s passer rating for reference (n, Rtg).
Figure 16: Illustration of lacking relationship between NFL performance and height (passer rating)
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Furthermore, the chart below (figure 17) shows the same insignificant finding with ESPN’s QBR
and height (p-value = 0.146). A smaller sample of 99 NFL quarterbacks was used here, which
included all quarterbacks who were listed by ESPN since 2006. An average of 30 quarterbacks
appeared per season (363 total, multiple entries of course for many quarterbacks), as some NFL
teams were not consistent enough at the quarterback position to have even one quarterback
qualify for the minimum passing requirements for QBR to be calculated.
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Figure 17: Illustration of lacking relationship between NFL performance and height (Total QBR)
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My analysis suggests that great value could be found by reconsidering height as a criterion in
evaluating the NFL’s most valuable position. In the 2018 NFL draft, perhaps players such as
Baker Mayfield, who measures a shade under 6’1”, should still “be considered the best
quarterback, no matter the height question,” as Mayfield himself said. The 2017 Heisman Trophy
winner has ranked as the best quarterback in terms of Total QBR the past two seasons, posting a
career high of 92.6 most recently in the 2017 season (ESPN). That figure is third all-time, only
behind fellow short quarterback and former Super Bowl Champion Russell Wilson (2011, 94.1)
and former number one overall pick Andrew Luck (2010, 93.8) (ESPN). Mayfield is in poor
company with some NFL general managers like John Elway of the Broncos, however, as every
quarterback he has drafted “has been at least 6’2” with a quick release and cannon arm being
their biggest assets” (Kelberman). It has yet to be seen if the success of short quarterbacks like
Drew Brees and Russell Wilson will help pave the way for short quarterbacks like Baker
Mayfield to receive recognition in the future.
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Other Physical Characteristics and Combine Statistics
Using a dataset of 240 quarterbacks who attended the combine between 2005 and 2017, the
following results were found:
Weight
Heavier quarterbacks seem to be slightly preferred over lighter quarterbacks, as drafted
quarterbacks are on average three pounds heavier than undrafted quarterbacks (224.9 versus
221.7). While the p-value of weight is below 0.05 tested individually, the significance of weight
becomes insignificant when tested simultaneously with height.
Combine statistics
Speedier quarterbacks are preferred over their slower counterparts, with drafted quarterbacks
averaging 4.80 seconds in the 40-yard dash compared to 4.84 seconds for undrafted
quarterbacks. The p-value of this small difference is just under our benchmark of 0.05, though
speed has the opposite effect of height with weight when included in the model simultaneously.
We discussed earlier that shorter quarterbacks tend to be faster, and this finding is corroborated
by the fact that height has a p-value of 0.001 in predicting 40-yard dash times, with each
additional inch adding an expected .023 seconds. Therefore, 40-yard dash times become more
significant when combined simultaneously with height, as taller quarterbacks tend to be slower.
The p-value of a quarterback’s 40-yard dash time drops from just below 0.05 to just 0.002 when
included with height. While height is easily considered to be more favorable, extra speed for a
quarterback certainly helps a quarterback get drafted. Note that weight is much more significant
in predicted speed, with a p-value less than 0.001 where 1 pound adds roughly half a second to a
player’s 40-yard dash time.
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While other combine tests such as the vertical jump, broad jump, and shuttle drill did not yield
statistical significance in whether a quarterback would be drafted or not, they were significant in
predicting the location at which a quarterback would be drafted. The broad jump (0.000), 40yard dash (0.003), 3 cone drill (0.006), and shuttle run (0.009) were all found to be significant,
with p-values associated with each test listed in the parenthesis next to the drill. The vertical
jump was the least significant, with a p-value of 0.062.
Hand size


Some sports writers who are skeptical about the importance of height have speculated
that height may be overly valued because it’s actually a proxy for hand size, which is
important for a quarterback to “control the football” (Bales).
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Building a Comprehensive NFL Draft Model
Now that we have discussed the importance of a variety of variables, we will attempt to combine
them into a model that predicts a quarterback’s chances of being drafted.
Variables to include:


High School rating: while we have seen that there may be some bias with regards to
physical stature, we have observed that highly rated players entering college have seen
measurable and significant success in being drafted to NFL teams.



Quarterback rating: it is logical to expect that successful performances in college would
be followed by similarly successful performances in the NFL. If this assumption were not
true, using statistics to measure a quarterback’s success would be practically meaningless
for NFL teams.
o Should we use a player’s average passer rating, or ESPN’s QBR?


Passer rating is a formula that takes completions, yards, touchdowns, and
interceptions into account, with the denominator for each variable being
the number of attempts. Rushing ability is not considered.



ESPN claims that QBR is a better measure of a quarterback’s success, and
it hinges on a plethora of proprietary formulas that look at a quarterback’s
expected points added by their playing ability.



Height: taller quarterbacks have had a much greater chance of being drafted than their
shorter counterparts, despite our observation that height does not describe quarterbacking
ability within our sample. It is, however, a predominant theme for quarterbacks to fall
within a specified, prototypical range around 6’3”-6’5”.
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NFL Draft Variable Significance
The characteristics that yielded the highest significance were height and high school rating from
247Sports, and ESPN’s QBR to represent college performance. My database included over 2,700
quarterbacks rated coming out of high school since 2002, and 376 college quarterbacks who had
complete data.
With this data, the goal was to create a model to predict the likelihood that a quarterback would
get drafted. Representing a drafted and an undrafted quarterback as a 1 and 0 respectively, I
tested multiple variables in a sequential manner using binomial logistic regression. The variables
that required the most testing were those related to a quarterback’s performance – would
completion percentage or passer rating represent performance better? Perhaps a combination of
passer rating and rushing ability? As discussed earlier, it turned out that ESPN’s QBR, a variable
that is often scoffed at by the football media for its obscureness, actually turned out to be the best
predictor for performance. With regards to college performance and other variable categories,
most attempts to use multiple variables within an individual category would result in a relatively
high p-value for one of the two variables, which led to the development of the simple fourvariable model below.
If we use the four-variable model that includes height in inches, high school rating, years of
starting experience, and average QBR, we achieve simultaneous p-values less than 0.001 for all
four variables, meaning each is extremely significant in considering the likelihood of a
quarterback being drafted. Below is a display of the four-variable model output (figure 18), with
chi-squared values showing how each individual variable contributes to the model (larger
number indicates variable provides more information) and the coefficients showing the weights
associated with each quantitative variable.
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Figure 18: Model output of draft probability model

The above factors can be transformed into the following binomial logistic equation:
Quarterback draft probability = Exp(-70.4 + Inches*0.677 + Rating *9.95 + QBR*0.1122 +
Years*1.324)/(1+ Exp(-70.4 + Inches*0.677 + Rating *9.95 + QBR*0.1122 + Years*1.324))
Much consideration was given to the possibility of including multiple variables within the same
category. All four variables represent different dimensions of a player—their somewhat
subjective rating as a passer according to scouts (rating), their physical stature (inches), college
performance (QBR), and years of experience. A player’s experience could also be represented by
total quarterback action plays from ESPN, years of starting experience is a simpler measure.
Note that I describe high school rating as being “subjective” because of its imperfect prediction
of college performance. It does a fair job at predicting future success, but at the same time it
seems to weigh one’s height too much. Short quarterbacks simply don’t get rated highly, and the
correspondence of height and performance doesn’t quite justify the correlation between height
and rating in my opinion.
Below is a correlation matrix of our four variables, showing how each variable relates to the
other variables in the model. Among other relationships, the correlation matrix shows that there
are strong relationships between rating with height and QBR, as well as years of starting
experience with QBR (correlations above 0.20).
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Figure 19: Correlation matrix of draft model variables
Rating
Inches
QBR
Years

Rating
1
0.224
0.325
0.055

Inches

QBR

Years

1
0.057
-0.036

1
0.222

1

NFL Draft Model Application
Using the aforementioned four variable model, we can predict a player’s chances of being
drafted, and observe its success with our dataset. The model correctly predicted 84.8% of player
draft statuses, where a probability above 0.5 was considered as a player who was predicted to be
drafted, and below 0.5 was predicted as undrafted. The model performed better when predicting
which players would go undrafted, with an 87.9% success rate, while 73.1% of quarterbacks who
were predicted to be drafted were actually drafted.
The model has a variety of useful applications. It could be used by NFL teams to spot check their
decisions to draft a quarterback. Most of the quarterbacks listed with low probabilities who were
drafted actually performed quite poorly, and were often quickly out of the league.
Considering only quarterbacks who were drafted, a quarterback’s draft probability was highly
significant in determining whether or not they would “bust.” Using a dataset of 96 quarterbacks
who graduated high school between 2002 and 2012 and had complete data, the draft probability
likelihood had a p-value of 0.001 in predicting whether a quarterback would accumulate greater
than 100 completions in their NFL career to date (binary response).
Below is a table of ten quarterbacks in figure 20 who can be classified as “false negatives”
according to the model, as these quarterbacks were incorrectly predicted to be undrafted, based
upon their low draft probabilities. None of these quarterbacks have a winning record, though
most of them have not even appeared in many NFL games.
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Figure 20: Incorrectly modeled quarterbacks by draft likelihood
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Name
Mike Kafka
Ryan Nassib
Garrett Grayson
Matt Flynn
Joe Webb
Isaiah Stanback
Rhett Bomar
Christian Ponder
T.J. Yates
Omar Jacobs

Top 10 Incorrectly Modeled QB
Rating
Inches
0.833
75
0.767
74
0.856
74
0.900
74
0.811
75
0.931
75
0.998
76
0.864
74
0.824
75
0.767
75

Draft Predictions
QBR
Years Experience Draft Probability
63.80
3
5.5%
52.83
1
5.9%
56.85
1
5.9%
66.90
1
7.5%
59.45
2
9.7%
60.80
2
9.8%
52.30
2
13.9%
65.13
1
14.8%
52.27
1
17.0%
72.70
2
23.3%
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completed a total of 11 passes in his career while throwing two interceptions. The highest
probability quarterback to not get drafted was Chris Leak (81.0%). Leak would sign with the
Chicago Bears after being undrafted, but without much success.
Russell Wilson is another interesting data point in the model, as he was barely predicted to go
undrafted with a 43.1% draft probability. Increasing his height by 5 inches to the NFL average of
76 inches gives him a projected 95.7% draft probability.
Figure 21: Comparison of Russell Wilson’s draft probability to taller hypothetical self
Name
Russell Wilson
Fake Russell

Rating
0.816
0.816

Inches
71
76

Average QBR
76.98
76.98

Early Years
2
2

Total Yrs
4
4

Prob
43.1%
95.7%

Before Wilson was drafted, it was said that if he were just a few inches taller then he would be
the #1 overall pick (Temple), which is consistent with the jump in Fake Russell’s draft
probability above. Although Wilson was selected in the third round, “some teams didn’t place
him anywhere on their draft board” because of his short stature, and Mel Kiper said before the
draft that “he’s a test case” and that “if he can’t get it done, for the next 10 years, I don’t want to
hear anything about quarterbacks under 6 feet” (Temple). One evaluator said that Russell Wilson
will “never demonstrate that he’s good enough to be the guy a team will build around” because
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“teams will always be looking for a taller, heavier quarterback” (Waldman). With a 65-30 record
as a starter and a Super Bowl ring, it seems that Russell Wilson has proven this evaluator and
many others wrong about the impact of height.
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Predicting Early Entry into the NFL
So far, we have discussed why variables related to physical stature, high school rating, and onfield performance affect a quarterback’s projected success. Can these variables be combined and
used to predict a quarterback’s inclination towards entering the NFL draft early? Players often
enter the NFL draft early knowing that they are a top talent, expecting to be drafted in the first
couple of rounds.
To predict the likelihood of leaving early, we collected the height, high school rating, and college
quarterback rating of every college quarterback who graduated high school between the years of
2002 and 2014. A dataset of 503 quarterbacks was compiled, where 39 quarterbacks were
characterized as leaving early.
To gather the appropriate data, we used a variety of sources. We collected high school ratings
and height from a site called 247Sports, college QBR from ESPN, and data on early entry into
the NFL from CBS Sports and other sources.

Early Entry Model Combinations
Creating a binomial logistic regression model gives us the following statistical equation:
=Exp(-63.60 + 9.45*Rating + 0.627*Inches + 0.0866*QBR + 2.33*Heisman)/(1+ Exp(-63.60 +
9.45*Rating + 0.627*Inches + 0.0866*QBR + 2.33*Heisman))
Figure 22: Model output for early entry model with Heisman variable
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The four variable model above is significant for all variables, with a p-value of smaller than 0.01.
While this model is good, we can likely do better if we consider what might give a quarterback
justification for leaving early. It is logical to expect that NFL teams like to draft players who
have proven themselves to be successful. Quarterbacks likely to be able to prove their success
have years of experience and game tape. Therefore, it may be reasonable to assume that players
who have a couple of years of experience by their 3rd year of eligibility may be more likely to
leave early.
To measure this assumption, we will create a variable called “Early Years” which will only count
the number of years of starting experience a quarterback accrues in their first three years. We
will limit this variable to a quarterback’s first three years, lining up with the timing that a player
is eligible to leave early. We count a year if the quarterback completed at least 75 passes
(criterion set by Sports-Reference) within the range of the first 3 years after high school
graduation.
A simple average across players who did and did not leave early within our 503 quarterback
sample produces the following table:
Figure 23: Average Years Accrued by Early Entry Status
Early?
Yes
No

Early Years
1.82
0.90

Total Years
2.21
2.06

We can see that players who did elect to leave early for the NFL had a tendency to start early in
their college football careers, accruing more than twice as much starting playing time within
their first three years as compared with players who did not leave early; however, the total
amount of playing time between the two groups of quarterbacks is quite similar, with players
who left early accruing 0.15 more years of experience on average. Note, however, that the
average amount of playing experience by a drafted quarterback is 2.64 years. This affirms the
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simple intuition that players who leave early for the NFL have less college experience than their
counterparts who are drafted and did not leave early.
Finally, below is a simple correlation table of our previously discussed variables against the
number of early years a player accrues.
Figure 24: Correlation measures of college quarterbacks who start soon after leaving high school
Rating
0.12

QBR
0.07

Height
-0.02

Leaving Early
0.28

We see that the variable that best explains the number of early years a player accrues is their high
school rating. This can be explained by the fact that quarterbacks who are rated higher are
expected to be more skilled, and thus be ready to contribute sooner. Actual performance (QBR)
can be partially observed in practices, but isn’t truly observed until a quarterback actually plays
against other opponents. Interestingly enough, height seems to have no bearing upon the
likelihood that a quarterback earns playing time early in their collegiate career.
It seems that earning early playing time is quite significant in predicting early entry. Below is the
result of its inclusion in the model:
Figure 25: Five-variable early entry model, adding early years variable

It appears that including early years explains much of the variation that high school rating and
winning the Heisman trophy explain, which reduces their associated p-value significance.
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However, early years are extremely significant in the model, as the coefficient is roughly six
times greater than the standard error of the coefficient.
Despite Heisman Trophy winners (9 in the sample) being roughly 10 times more likely to leave
early than non-winners (66.7% versus 6.68%), winning the Heisman Trophy is largely explained
by the other variables already present in the model. As an individual variable, the variable
Heisman is extremely significant with a p-value less than 0.001, but average QBR and early
years already explain most of the additional predictive power that winning the Heisman would
otherwise provide.
Because Rating and Heisman are no longer particularly significant in the 5-variable model, it is
worthwhile to investigate how the model would operate without these inputs.
Figure 26: Four-variable early entry model removing Heisman variable

With four variables, the model’s Chi-Squared value from regression drops from 129.14 to 126.8,
which represents a relatively small decrease, as expected from dropping a variable with a
relatively high p-value. High school rating still has an insignificant p-value with early years
included in the model. If we remove high school rating as a variable, we get the below output:
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Figure 27: Final early entry model with three variables

This three variable model has a Chi-Squared regression value of 123.47, marking a small
decrease from the previous four variable 126.8. Furthermore, using Early Years as a variable is
more impactful than using both high school rating and the Heisman Trophy combined, as that
model only had a Chi-Squared regression output of 98.55.
We can also measure the model’s accuracy by interpreting projected probabilities that are greater
than 0.5 as declarations that a player will go early; probabilities smaller than 0.5 predict that a
player will not go early. Using this criteria, we calculate the model to be correct for 93.8% of the
503 quarterbacks in the sample.

Early Entry Model Applications
The table below shows ten quarterbacks who declared early for the NFL draft – the five players
who were the most likely to declare early (bolded column) and the five players who were the
least likely to declare early, but declared anyway.
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Figure 28: Table of the ten quarterbacks with the most extreme early entry probabilities
Name

Marcus
Mariota
Lamar
Jackson

Draft
Year

Type

Rating

School

Height

Average
QBR

Early
Years

Total
Yrs

Heisman

Early
Probability

Draft
Probability

2015

DUA

0.863

Oregon

6-4

89.1

2

3

1

89.2%

97.4%

TBD

DUA

0.879

Louisville

6-3

81.9

3

3

1

86.9%

90.7%

Andrew Luck

2012

PRO

0.977

Stanford

6-4

85.9

2

3

0

84.5%

98.8%

Sam Bradford

2010

PRO

0.878

Oklahoma

6-4

85.9

2

2

1

84.5%

88.8%

Jared Goff

2016

PRO

0.913

California

6-4

72.1

3

3

0

80.1%

90.0%

Marcus Vick

undrafted

DUA

0.991

Virginia Tech

6-0

69.1

0

1

0

0.2%

6.2%

Jevan Snead

undrafted

DUA

0.981

Texas

6-3

60.7

1

2

0

2.5%

40.1%

TBD

PRO

0.995

Texas A&M

6-3

62.3

1

1

0

3.1%

19.6%

Kyle Padron

undrafted

PRO

0.811

6-4

56.8

1

1

0

3.2%

4.0%

Omar Jacobs

2006

PRO

0.767

SMU
Bowling
Green

6-3

72.7

1

2

0

10.6%

23.3%

Kyle Allen

Two of these ten players are actually in the upcoming 2018 NFL draft – Lamar Jackson with an
89.1% draft probability, and Kyle Allen who has a small 19.6% draft probability. If the model
could speak, it likely would have told Kyle Allen to stay in college for another year. CBS Sports
wrote that it was “a bit of a surprising move” that Allen was declaring early, considering that he
“was benched during the course of the 2017 season,” though it “makes some sense” because he
could simply be “wasting another year on the bench” if he did not declare early (RotoWire).
Allen’s situation depicts the unique circumstances that can cause players to make somewhat
surprising decisions to either stay in college or leave early for the NFL.
In general, one can see that when the model incorrectly predicted that a player would not declare
early there were often unfavorable consequences for the quarterback. These players who were
not predicted to get drafted likely should have stayed in college for another year. Even when the
player who is incorrectly predicted to be undrafted does land on an NFL team, such as Omar
Jacobs in the table above, their career has never been considered to be successful. Omar said in
2006 that his coach “wants me to stay” and “make sure he gets his degree” but was supportive
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anyhow, and his mother said that “from what we were told and read, there are approximately 10
teams that are in need of a quarterback” (Fulton).
Omar was drafted by the Pittsburgh Steelers in the 5th round, but despite the alleged need for
quarterbacks, he was cut at the conclusion of training camp and never played in the NFL. He
would jump from the Philadelphia Eagles practice squad, then to the Kansas City Chiefs, and
eventually to the Arena Football League. Perhaps another year in college could have earned him
an NFL career, which Omar said in 2005 is “something you look at as a dream” that evidently
never materialized (Fulton). While Omar was the only player in the table above for which the
model was incorrect (predicted to be undrafted but was drafted), if the model had existed and
could be used as a resource for quarterbacks, perhaps the low draft probability would influence
Omar to stay another year and earn a college degree. Perhaps Omar could have even earned NFL
playing time with another year of college quarterback experience.
Among all of the other quarterbacks not predicted to be drafted who left early, the average
number of NFL completions is a meager 48. On the other hand, the group of quarterbacks who
were correctly predicted to leave for the NFL early have averaged over 800 NFL completions.

Differences between NFL Draft and Early Entry Model
It is interesting to compare the imperfect correlation between draft probability and the
probability a quarterback declares early. The differences between the two probabilities suggests
that individual players may weight their variables differently than that of NFL scouts.
To some extent, the likelihood that a player will declare early for the NFL can be represented as
the confidence that a quarterback has in themselves. Conversely, a quarterback’s draft
probability can represent the confidence that NFL teams have in that same quarterback. Since
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there is only a 73.8% correlation between the two probabilities, we have motivation to
investigate the difference between similar variables.
To analyze the variable differences, we must partially reduce our early entry quarterback sample
to exclude any players who have not discovered their draft future yet. Earlier, we were able to
include quarterbacks that had made decisions on their future on whether they would declare early
or not. We also need to exclude the uncommon variable between the draft probability model and
the early declaration probability model – total years and early years, respectively.
Below is the output that results from running a binomial logistic regression on this reduced
sample of 412 quarterbacks for early declarations.
Figure 29: Reduced early entry model with high school rating as a comparison to draft model

In the above output, we can see that high school rating is deemed insignificant, with a p-value
above the highest generally accepted threshold of 0.1. On the other hand, the output below that
represents draft probability considers high school rating to be very significant, with a p-value
less than 0.001.
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Figure 30: Reduced draft model output

It makes logical sense that the same cohort of evaluators that rate high school quarterbacks
would consider their evaluations important still, several years later. Perhaps the qualities they
saw in high school are still consistent with the potential they later view. However, this represents
an unfavorable bias – why should a player’s performance in high school add any additional
information from their college performance? The bias shown in the above model for NFL scouts
favoring high school rating has a reverse effect in evaluating success in the NFL. Lower rated
players have performed better in the NFL, which does not mean that high school rating is not
important – it is simply overvalued and should not be providing much additional information
beyond a player’s college performance.
In the early entry model, we can see that college quarterbacks do not value their high school
rating very much in evaluating their own likelihoods of being drafted – it is likely that they
understand it does not add value beyond college performance. If college quarterbacks were able
to view themselves from the same perspective as that of football scouts, perhaps the
correspondence between high school rating in the two models would be more consistent.
The scatterplot below shows that draft probabilities tend to be much larger than early declaration
probabilities. It is interesting to note that many players who have the same draft probabilities
have differing probabilities to declare early.
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Figure 31: Scatterplot of draft probability versus early entry probability
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Recent performance in college, as measured by average QBR, is valued much more highly for
players considering leaving early than their high school performance. This also makes intuitive
sense, as players who feel that they have not reached their playing potential in college may be
more likely to stay. Players who have performed very well in college and have exceeded
expectations may feel confident in their professional ability, and thus opt to enter the NFL early.
In the following section, I discuss how a player’s changing draft probability from the time they
graduate high school to the end of their college career can serve as a barometer for how a
quarterback has either disappointed or exceeded expectations.

Measuring College Performance Relative to Expectation
Using our previously calculated draft probability model, we can compare the draft probability of
a player using only known information after high school with their draft probability after college
to determine if a player under or over performed relative to expectation. In the table below, I
created a two variable probability model using height and high school rating to calculate the first
draft probability listed. The last column represents the increase or decrease in a player’s draft
probability after QBR and years of experience are known. The ten players shown below consist
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of the five greatest increases and decreases in draft probability, among quarterbacks who were
drafted.
Figure 34: Comparison of draft probability pre-college and post-college
Name
Colin Kaepernick
Marcus Mariota
Colt McCoy
Dak Prescott
Kevin Hogan
Tom Savage
Trent Edwards
Jonathan Crompton
Isaiah Stanback
Rhett Bomar

Height
76
76
73
75
75
76
76
75
75
76

Rating
0.845
0.863
0.856
0.857
0.876
0.949
0.989
0.979
0.931
0.998

Average QBR
76.7
89.4
74.1
79.1
79.1
53.3
53.5
66.9
60.4
52.3

Draft % HS
25.9%
29.9%
11.3%
21.5%
25.3%
51.9%
62.5%
50.5%
37.8%
64.7%

Draft %
96.6%
97.4%
75.9%
85.2%
87.4%
29.4%
38.9%
25.8%
9.4%
13.9%

Change
70.8%
67.6%
64.6%
63.7%
62.2%
-22.5%
-23.7%
-24.7%
-28.4%
-50.8%

2018 NFL Draft Application and Predictions
I applied my probability models to this year’s 2018 quarterback draft class. Below are the top 12
quarterbacks in terms of draft probability who were invited to this year’s combine.
Figure 32: 2018 NFL Draft Quarterback Prospect Rankings according to varying ranking methods
Name
J.T. Barrett
Mason Rudolph
Lamar Jackson
Josh Rosen
Baker Mayfield
Sam Darnold
Luke Falk
Mike White
Chase Litton
Logan Woodside
Danny Etling
Josh Allen

Model
Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

QBR Rank
4
5
1
7
2
3
10
11
12
6
9
8

NFL
Rank
10
6
5
2
3
1
7
8
9
11
12
4

QBR
79.20
78.39
81.89
65.43
80.86
79.71
64.64
58.19
56.20
67.78
64.67
65.21

Rating
0.935
0.898
0.879
0.992
0.838
0.932
0.767
0.826
0.836
0.804
0.897
0.806

Height
74
76
75
76
73
75
76
77
77
75
74
77

Years
4
3
3
3
4
2
4
3
3
3
3
2

Draft
Prob
96.0%
94.0%
90.7%
90.4%
85.0%
77.5%
77.4%
61.0%
58.0%
48.8%
46.2%
42.8%

My model believes that there are 9 quarterbacks who are worthy of being drafted this year
(defined by draft probability being greater than 50%). The top five quarterbacks according to
NFL.com and the media are in bold – five of the top six quarterbacks are actually ranked in the
top six. The major disparities in my model’s output above are Josh Allen’s and J.T. Barrett’s
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draft probabilities. Though Josh Allen has a low draft probability below 50%, it is very likely
that he will be drafted in the first 10 picks of the NFL draft. Talent evaluators have exclaimed at
his tremendous arm strength and frame. My model suggests that he may not be the best choice as
an early draft pick, and QBR ranking alone favors Baker Mayfield and Lamar Jackson. Time will
tell whether my model’s rank, NFL.com’s rank, or simple QBR is the best measure of
quarterback ranking. Note that my model isn’t intended to predict NFL success, simply draft
probability. However, I have found high significance in predicting both the spot at which
quarterbacks are picked in the draft and in predicting future NFL success with my draft
probability model. While my draft probability is superior to QBR in predicting draft position,
Total College QBR has proven to be the best predictor of NFL success (height, high school
rating, and years of experience in college are all insignificant).
Other advanced analysis made by Pro Football Focus have declared Baker Mayfield to be the
best prospect, as do Football Outsider’s QBASE projections which say that “Baker Mayfield has
the most star potential” (Pizzuta). One fault in my analysis is that the expected points added
component of QBR weighs passing and running ability similarly, while it is possible that a very
effective runner in college may not be as effective in the NFL. Therefore, breaking college
QBR’s running and passing components apart and weighing them differently could provide a
more refined picture of pro potential.
The aforementioned QBASE projections ranked Lamar Jackson second with the disclaimer that
running ability was not taken into account – which could undervalue Jackson’s potential. Finally,
the QBASE projection “doesn’t like Josh Allen” and the author claims that “Allen would need to
be one heck of an outlier to be worthy of a top selection in this year’s draft” (Pizzuta). These
advanced metrics and statistical analysis won’t stop Allen from impressing NFL teams “with his
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height, weight, hand size, arm length, arm strength, and his ability to leap and jump” and have a
“protoype frame for pocket passer” (O’Hanlon). The Ringer likened the fantasy of Josh Allen’s
frame to the impressions that scouts had in Moneyball that “based impressive physical attributes
but lacked any convincing baseball production” (O’Hanlon). It should be noted that Mel Kiper,
the longtime draft analyst who said “stats are for losers” has consistently predicted Allen to be
the first overall pick to Hue Jackson’s Browns in the upcoming 2018 NFL draft. It has yet to be
seen if analytics can be as successful in football as it has been in baseball, as “the losers
conquered baseball a long time ago” (O’Hanlon).

2018 NFL Draft Early Entry Results
Moving onto the other major model we developed, how well did the early entry model predict
this year’s early entries? This football season saw a total of six quarterbacks declare early for the
NFL draft.
Figure 33: 2018 NFL Quarterback early entries and associated estimated probabilities
Name
Lamar Jackson
Josh Rosen
Sam Darnold
Chase Litton
Josh Allen
Kyle Allen

Inches

Rating

QBR

75
76
75
77
77
75

0.879
0.992
0.932
0.836
0.806
0.995

81.9
65.4
79.7
56.2
65.2
62.3

Early
Years
3
3
2
3
2
1

Early
Prob
86.9%
63.4%
54.6%
53.0%
45.6%
3.1%

Draft
Prob
90.7%
90.4%
77.5%
58.0%
42.8%
19.6%

Result: the model did not perform as perfectly as was hoped for the six quarterbacks above. Of
the six quarterbacks who declared, it predicted that four of the six would declare early, making
the model correct on just 67% of these six individuals. However, 5/6 of the above quarterbacks
who declared early appeared in the top 10% of those quarterbacks the model thought were the
most likely to declare early. Even Kyle Allen, who had just a 3.1% probability of declaring early,
had an above average probability of leaving early. The median probability of leaving early is less
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than a 1% chance, meaning that just 50% of players have a projected probability of leaving
greater than 1%.
Only one player with an early declaration probability smaller than 1% has ever left early –
Marcus Vick of Virginia Tech. Perhaps this was a unique case, as Marcus was the brother of
Michael Vick, former number one overall pick in the 2001 NFL draft. Although there was
speculation that he could be drafted as early as the third round, Vick went undrafted as the model
predicted.
It is notably more difficult for the model to predict how individuals will make decisions, versus
organizations such as NFL teams. Players may have a litany of different reasons for making their
decision to either stay in college or enter the NFL. Many have even speculated that 2018’s top
quarterback prospects such as Sam Darnold may prefer to stay in college simply because he
“might be doomed to become a Cleveland Brown” so “one more season… might be a much more
attractive option” (Staples). The same was speculated about UCLA’s Josh Rosen, as some said
that he “will hesitate to come out if he knows Browns will draft him” (Cabot). NFL teams, on the
other hand, are generally much easier to model and predict because they tend to base their
decisions largely based upon perceived ability and potential.
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Predicting NFL Success with Draft Variables
The impact of a college football player’s height and high school rating in their professional
career is difficult to statistically quantify. If one were to run a randomized experiment to
determine the impact of height and other variables, a group of NFL teams could randomly select
starting college quarterbacks of similar quarterback ratings and use those randomly selected
quarterbacks to run their NFL teams. Based on how the quarterback ratings change and diverge,
one could draw inferences upon the impact of height and high school rating for a quarterback in
the NFL in contrast to the impact height has in college.
One of the reasons why data is limited in this regard is that many short quarterbacks are not
given a chance in the NFL, and those that are given a chance must prove their ultimately superior
ability over the peers on their roster in order to earn the starting position. If an NFL coach had to
choose between two quarterbacks that appeared the same in terms of their skill and
quarterbacking ability, it is not unreasonable to assume that their bias would be to pick the player
who “looks the part” of a prototypical 6’4” quarterback. If the 6’0 quarterback performed
significantly better than the 6’4” counterpart, only then would the shorter quarterback be likely
to earn a starting position.
The points above show why it is difficult to assume that height is an unobserved and therefore
randomly selected variable in a quarterback. Despite the lack of randomness, we can still observe
the trends that appear with regards to height and high school rating and how those variables are
related to a quarterback’s performance (albeit with an inherently biased sample).
The population was defined to be starting NFL quarterbacks that had available data from both
their high school and collegiate careers. The dataset is therefore limited to players who were
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quarterbacks in high school from as early as 2002, who also played quarterback in college and
subsequently started on an NFL team. A sample of 45 NFL quarterbacks was selected and
information about each player’s rating in high school, height in inches, and rating as a
quarterback in college was gathered. The sample was reduced by the aforementioned criterion –
players like Tom Brady were not included because of his lack of high school rating (as high
school ratings were retrieved from 2002, many years after Brady graduated high school).
𝑌𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑡 = NFL QBR for quarterback t with high school rating i, height j, average college
quarterback rating k
𝑌𝑖𝑗𝑘𝑡 = 𝛼𝑖 + 𝛽𝑗 + 𝛾 ∗ 𝑥𝑘 + 𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡 ,

𝑖𝑖𝑑

𝜀𝑖𝑗𝑡 ~ 𝑁(0, 𝜎 2 )

Figure 34: Predicting NFL Success with Draft Variables

As you can see above, Average QBR (college) is statistically significant in predicting NFL QBR.
That result isn’t too surprising. Moreover, height’s lack of statistical significance is consistent
with the results we saw before in the college quarterback dataset.

Statistically Significant Selection Bias
The puzzling result from the above table in the NFL sample is the statistical significance of high
school rating. While it makes sense that high school rating could be significant, the direction of
significance is a bit counterintuitive, and contrary to the hypothesis initially set forth. While high
school rating is deemed to be statistically significant with a p-value less than 0.05, the results
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actually suggest that the lower the high school rating, the higher the expected passer rating in the
NFL. While this seems unusual, the population being used offers a fair explanation.
Explanation: players with a high rating above 0.95 are quite rare, representing less than 5% of
quarterbacks, and these players often see very positive success in terms of making it into the
NFL. In fact, 20/45 (44.4%) players within the dataset are represented by the quarterbacks who
had these extraordinary high school ratings. The results suggest that it is possible that more is
expected of these players than what is actually produced when drafted—their talent is overvalued
compared with players with lower ratings who prove themselves enough to make it into the NFL.
On the other hand, there are many players who have poorer high school ratings lower than 0.85
who represent a whopping 72% of rated high school quarterbacks, yet just 17.8% of the
professional dataset. Therefore, the highest rated high school quarterbacks are nearly 40x more
likely to start on an NFL team than the high school players who are not rated highly. However,
the players that were rated poorly in high school and perform well enough to make it into the
NFL provide great rewards for the teams that take chances on players who were overlooked and
underrated in high school.
In the NFL starter’s dataset, there is a strong correlation of 33% between height and high school
rating. A quarterback’s high school rating is determined by the opinions of scouts, who are
projecting a player’s performance at the next level. Therefore, it is a much more subjective
measure. You can see in the boxplot below how height is a requirement to be rated in the top
echelon of players. In fact, the shortest player given a rating greater than 0.95 is 6’2”, while the
median is a prototypical NFL height of 6’4”.
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Figure 35: Boxplot of relationship between height and high school rating

So why doesn’t our model predict that height is important in predicting NFL passer rating? Or
that great high school ratings predict large passer ratings? The short quarterbacks had to
repeatedly prove themselves through indisputably positive performance to earn the starting
position. So while being taller may help someone be a better quarterback, there is no way to
eliminate selection bias from our sample.
We can see through the plot below why height is not seen significant in determining one’s NFL
passer rating. The best passer rating in this dataset actually belongs to the NFL’s shortest
quarterback, Russell Wilson (who stands slightly shorter than 5”11, or 71 inches). If Russell
Wilson didn’t earn his spot despite his height, then he wouldn’t appear in this dataset, whereas a
taller quarterback who looks the part could potentially be given the benefit of the doubt and start
on an NFL team.
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Figure 36: Boxplot of height and NFL passer rating

To further illustrate the results of the 45 quarterback sample, below is a table showing simple
averages for the bottom 15 and top 30 NFL quarterbacks in terms of ESPN’s QBR.
Figure 37: NFL Quarterback statistics stratified by ESPN’s NFL QBR
Bottom 15
Top 30

College QBR
65.13
72.05

Pick #
75
63.03

Height
75.73
75.43

Rating
0.96
0.89

NFL QBR
36.98
54.75

NFL RTG
73.71
86.09

You can see from the table above that the quarterbacks with better NFL QBRs had statistically
significant differences in both college QBR (+), and high school rating (-). Better players also
seemed to be picked earlier, though this was not statistically significant.
Removing high school rating as a predictor increases the potential sample size to 58 NFL
quarterbacks with both college QBRs and NFL QBRs. In this sample, height and experience in
college are not statistically significant, though college QBR has a modest significance with a pvalue of 0.033. A larger sample size is necessary to make meaningful inferences, which is likely
why drafting a quarterback is such a difficult task. A scatterplot of predicted NFL QBR using
college QBR is shown below, with a fair amount of variation.
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Figure 38: Scatterplot of predicted NFL QBR vs. Actual QBR
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Conclusion
Analyzing years of quarterback data has yielded some interesting conclusions. It seems quite
possible that quarterbacks are not being evaluated properly, with characteristics such as height
and high school rating being weighted overly much in the draft process. Through my analysis,
being tall and looking like a prototypical quarterback seems to be overemphasized, meaning
there could be much value found in shorter, underrated quarterbacks. Furthermore, quarterbacks
who performed poorly in college, regardless of their height or high school rating, seem to
perform similarly poorly in the NFL
We have found strong statistical significance of variables such as height, quarterback rating, high
school rating, and years of experience as they relate to our research questions. Through these
significant variables, we have been able to construct tremendously useful statistical models.
These models have the power to predict the draft likelihood of college quarterbacks, and whether
these college quarterbacks will bust once they enter the NFL.
Consider this simple statistic: quarterbacks with low draft probabilities (less than 40%) who were
drafted have averaged just 122 NFL completions, compared with an average of 578 NFL
completions for players with draft probabilities above 40%. Moreover, a team is 15% more likely
to win a football game with a quarterback who had a higher draft probability, despite the
relatively poor win rates of top quarterbacks who are drafted to losing teams with top picks.
Furthermore, among NFL players who are drafted, the draft model is extremely significant in
predicting where a player gets drafted, even though the model was only created to predict
whether or not a player would get drafted. In fact, it is more significant in predicting how early a
player gets drafted than a player’s QBR, height, or their years of experience (among these
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individual predictors, QBR performs the best). The culmination of these statistical components
can provide great value to NFL teams considering drafting a quarterback.
Finally, college quarterbacks, coaches, scouts, and fans can all stand to benefit from the research
presented in this paper. College quarterbacks can make more informed decisions by determining
their draft probability should they declare early. Players such as 2018’s Kyle Allen who have low
draft probabilities should consider staying in college for another year or two and take advantage
of their athletic scholarship to earn a degree, particularly if their chance of being drafted to the
NFL is unlikely. On the other hand, players with very high draft probabilities such as Lamar
Jackson are much safer bets to be drafted, according to the model (though my research suggests
that more starting years in college allow a player to be selected earlier and have a larger rookie
contract, controlling for performance variables). Based on a player’s preferences, a quarterback
may appropriately decide to declare early to start making an NFL salary, which also allows that
player to reach their second and presumably more lucrative contract much sooner.
College coaches can use the early entry research to determine if their quarterback is likely to
declare early for the NFL – which is valuable information for a coach who needs to have
succession planning in order to have a successful team. Consider Penn State’s 2017 starting
quarterback, Trace McSorley. His great performance on the field has averaged an impressive
QBR of 77.9 – which is actually higher than the average of the top five quarterbacks of the 2018
draft class (74.6 QBR average). However, his short stature of 6’0 drastically decreases the
likelihood that he will declare early for the NFL, a very small 2.4% compared to a much larger
49.4% hypothetical probability if he were 5 inches taller.
Statistics and data analytics have a bright future and a great potential in evaluating the next
generation of potential sports stars. Perhaps further research would result in a league with
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quarterbacks who tend to be shorter and more athletic, instead of star college football
quarterbacks falling through the cracks of the NFL draft because they are too short to deserve a
chance.
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